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Frank Schaffer Publications, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Workbook.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Welcome to Singapore Math--the leading math program in
the world! This workbook features math practice and activities for first and second grade students
based on the Singapore Math method. Level A is designed for the first semester and Level B is for the
second. An introduction at the front of each book explains Singapore Math and its common
problem types. Each unit has learning objectives, which clearly define the skills to be learned in that
section, and an answer key with step-by-step worked out solutions that help students see how to
work the problems. This book is perfect for students familiar with Singapore Math and for those
who just need extra math practice! Directly correlated to Singapore Math textbooks, this
comprehensive practice series allows learners to practice various types of math problems while
developing their thinking and analytical skills. Learning objectives and unit assessments are
included to ensure that students obtain a thorough understanding of each concept. Perfect as a
supplement to classroom work or as a homeschool resource, these workbooks will boost confidence
in problem-solving and critical-thinking skills.
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Extensive guide! Its such a very good read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this created e ebook. You will like how the writer write this
ebook.
-- K a ther ine Feil-- K a ther ine Feil

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Ma nte-- Modesto Ma nte
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